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PREFACE 

Even in the early days of television, before mathematical informa

tion theory, it was recognized that television signals are inefficient 

information carriers. The search for methods of more efficiently 

transmitting the visual information by what is generally known as 

"television bandwidth compression II has been and will continue for 

some time in the future to be an interesting and chaUanging problem. 

In Chapters II through V, I have tried to give a systematic 

treatment to the statistical basis for compression by both theoreti-

. cal and practical discussions. Chapter VI explores, on the other 

hand, the visual bases of compression. Although statistical compres

sion on an inter-frame scale is possible, it has not been achieved 

because of the enormous associated storage difficulties. In Chap

ters VII and VIII I have suggested, an alte:i;native visually coded 

inte1; -frame system which simplifies to a large extend the storage 

problem. 

I wish to express my appreciation to Dr. William L. Hughes, my 

thesis :advisor, for his help and guidance, and for our interesting 

discussions 0n this subject. I would also like to express my sincere 

thanks to Dr. Arthur Breipohl £01; his careful reading and helpful 

criticisms of the thesis manuscript. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The fact that the standard system of transmitting television picture 

signals requires enormous bandwidth for the actual information subjec -

tively received is almost a cliche. One picture requires a bandwidth 

of about 4 megacycles - roughly four times the bandwidth of the entire 

AM broadcast band. It would unquestionably be very useful to find a 

means of compressing the bandwidth of the picture signal without notice

able «;legradation. 

One approach to the bandwidth problem is as follows: given a cer -

tain narrow bandwidth, what is the optimum subjective picture which 

can be obtained by juggling the scanning parameters and phosphor decay 

time. This problem has .been studied extensively elsewhere [ 11], and 

will not be covered here. Furthermore, for the standard 4 Mc. band

width, the standard scanning parameters were, to a large extent, opti

mally chosE;m. [ lZ] 

In this study, we shall be more interested in accepting as "given" 

the existing standards, and examining how the signal can be further pro

cessed (coded) to cornpres s ban,dwidth. 11 Bandwidth compression" will 

be used here in the broad sense of true bandwidth savings, time savings 

for equal bandwidth, and in general, reducing required "channel capac

ity" (to be precisely defined). 

1 
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The Shannon-Hartly law [ 44] states in the most general sense the 

terms-of-trade between signal-to-noise ratio and bandwidth for a fixed 

information channel capacity: 

C = W log (P/N + 1) 

where P is the message power, N is the noise power, and W is 

the channel bandwidth. To see the futility of compressing bandwidth 

by increasing signal power, suppose that initially P/N = 1000 (30 db). 

To halve the bandwidth, while keeping C constant, requires increas ... 

ing P/N by a factor of 1000 - illustrating that the logarithmic re la .... 

tion makes coding to reduce bandwidth by increasing message power 

an extremely unprofitable exchange. It is well known that exchange in 

the opposite direction is effectively used in FM and PCM [ 31]. 

It is necessary then, to actually reduce the information capacity of 

the picture channel in order to save bandwidth. This objective can 

theoretically be accomplished - without noticeable picture deteriora

tion - by discarding data in the signal which, ultimately, do not repre -

sent true information. The criteria for selecting what should be dis

carded fall into two cate..gories. First, it is possible .to draw oh 

information theory to determine mathematically the actual information 

to the allowed channel capacity. The required capacity can be reduced 

. if some form of elastic coding is used which, over some period of time, 

equalizes the rate of information so that instead of allowing for rare 

peaks, the channel capacity is brought down toward the average rate. 

Second, while much of the data sent over a picture channel is 

neceesary from a mathematical information viewpoint, it often is vastly 

overspecified or even unusable from a subjective viewpoint - and can 
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therefore be discarded to save channel capacity. 

In this thesis, both aspects of channel capacity reduction for 

bandwidth compression, as well as systems based on them, will be 

discussed. It is often difficult to decide into which category (if not 

both) to place a given system. A compression system to be proposed 

here falls mainly into the II subjective coding II class, although informa

tion theory does provide a framework for discussion. 



CHAPTER II 

CHANNEL CAPACITY 

Information capacity 

Shannon [ 44] has defined a quantitative measure of information. 

Ha message is generated by selecting symbols from a set of N sym-

bols, each having a probability P(,~), the average information or entropy 

per symbol is given by 

H,t = log P(x.) .. 
I 

And for the continuous case, the summation is replaced by integration: 

00 

Hx = - r p(x) log p(x) dx 

-oo 

where p(x) is the probability density of x. 

The sampling Theorem [ 44) shows that if a function of time band-

limited to frequencies from O to W cycles per second, it is com-

pletely determined by specifying its value at a set of points l/2W seconds 

apart. 

As a result of this theorem, the rate of information per secoJld of 

a band-limited signal is given by 

I = 2W H x x 

where Hx is the entropy per independent sample or .clegree of freedo.rn. 

4 
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If a message x is perturbed by indepe·ndent additive noise n, the 

rate of information passing through the channel can·be shown [44] to 

be 

I = I - I c y n' 

where I is the entropy rate of the recieved signal y, and I is 
y n 

the entropy of the noise. The channel capacity C is then found by 

maximizing I with respect to the possible distributions for x: 

C = Max I 
p(x) y 

- I 
n 

Shannon has shown that C defines the highest rate of information 

through a channel with as small a frequency of errors as desired. 

If the signal-to-noise ratio is sufficiently large, it suffices to maxi-

mize H . x 

Capacity of the Te le vision Channel 

With these difinitions we can determine a theoretical upper 

bound of channel capacity inherent in the standard method of trans -

mitting a TV picture signal. 

Let x represent the picture brightness (or analog voltage) at 

a point. x can vary between fixed limits, x 1 and x 2. With this 

constraint, H is maximized when [ 44] 
x 

p(x) = 1 

= 0 elsewhere 

which gives the sample point an entropy of 



Xz 
MaxHX::; s 

xl 

If the signal is band-limited to W, and the samples are statis.,. 

tically independent, then 

Max I = 
x 

6 

It is also evident that for signals of this type having equal average 

power, the entropy is maximized when x 2 = x 1• That is, a DC 

component should not be transmitted since it requires power but con-

veys no information. With this assumption, let 

Then, 

2 
x = ·s· = peak power, 

Max I = W log 4 S . 
x 

If, in the channe 1, white gaus sian noise adds to the signal, and is 

also limited to band W, then the noise entropy is 

00 

In= -2 W s 
-oo 

. 2 2 
e:x:p [ -n / 2NJ log [ exp( -n /ZN) ] dn 

~2 ITN ,Jz IIN . 

= W log 2 2 II e N 

where N is the variance or average pewer of n. 

From a theorem of Shannon [ 44], a lower bound and an asymtotic 

upper bound for I are 
y 

W log 4~ ::._ 1y < W log (4S + 2II eN)(I + e ), 

e 

where E tends toward zero as the signal .... to-noise ratio becomes large. 
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This gives a set of bounds for channel capacity: 

25 
W log 2 

Ile N 
< C' < W log (4S+ZIIeN) (1 + £ ). 

- 2IIeN 

If we take the nominally acceptable ·SNR of 30 db peak signal to 

RMS noise, W = 4 Mc., neglect £, and use the base two, then 

25(106 ):s._ C' <5._ 31(106)bits/sec. 

To allow for the blanking and synchronizing time in actual TV 

standards (about 20%) C I should be multiplied by a factor of 0, 8. 

This gives a truer estimate of actual picture channel capacity under 

existing standards. Hence, 

21(10) 6 <:__ C < 25 (106) bits/sec. 



CHAPTER .III 

INTRA-FRAME REDUNDANCY 

Intuitive Discussion 

The channel capacity estimate of 25 megabits per second corre

sponds statisti~ally to an ensemble of pictures having uniform 

intensity distributions for all elements, and statistically independent 

element distributions. ''Elements" are defined (by the Sampling 

Theorem) as picture points one Nyquist. interval apart. 

The subjective impression of a picture with such statistics would 

be no different from a picture of random noise .. Since real pictures 

never look like this, i.e., there is always pattern (corre~ation), the 

theoretically available capacity is never utilized. It follows that if 

the signal could be caied to remove statistical redundancy the channel 

capacity could be decreased to approach the average information 

rate. 

If one examines the picture signal produced by the ordinary 

uniform scanning process, it is evident that statistical redundan-

cies in a single frame can be categorized as follows: deviation of 

the brightness distribution from uniform, and car-relation between 

adjacent picture elements in both the horizontal and vertical directions. 

8 
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Picture Statistics 

. In order to discuss picture statistics it is useful to-discuss the 

source capacity - information in the picture without noise. It is 

mathematically convenient to quantize.brightness into . N levels. 

If the i-th level occurs with probability P(i), then the information 

of a single element is 

H = x 

N l P(i) log P(i) • 

l 

The maximum value of this entropy is found when the distribution 

of P(i) is uniform; i.e., when the probability of all levels 1/N. 

This maximum value will be denoted by· S. Thus, 

S = log N. 
x 

1 
It has been observed (7, 14, 37) that about 64 levels are needed. 

In this case, the element source capacity is 6-bits. 

If all elements in a frame are statistically independent, the inf or -

mation in the frame is KS , where K is the number of elements per x . 

frame (about 200, 000). With a frame rate of 30 per second, the pie.,. 

ture source capacity is 

1 

C = (6) (30) 3 ( 105 ) 
s 

- 36 ( 106 ) bits/ sec. 

The number of levels needed for a subjectively pleasing picture 
actually depends upon several factors and will be discussed in 
Chapter 6. · 



Brightness Distribution 

The re·dundancy or lass of entropy ·due to non-uniformity can 

be defined as 

R .· = S H 
b x x 

N 

= log N + l P(xi) logP(xi) . 

i 

The experimental work of Kretzmer [ 23] and Schreiber [ 38] 

has shown Rb is about one bit when the brightness distribution is 

. taken over one frame, and e.s sentially independent of quantization. 

The channel capacity savings possible by exploiting this redundancy 

would not seem to be profitable, since a practical system could not 

achieve even the modest capacity reduction implied by this figure . 

. Adjacent Element· Correlation 

. Along a given scan line, the picture signal varies in accordance 

with element brightness •. Since nearly all scenes contain some 

areas of relatively gradual shading, a predidion that the present 

element value x is within the same quantum level- as the previous 

element y would often be correct. 

The information of two picture elements can be expressed as 

N N 

H 
xy I 2 F{i, j) log F{i, j) 

i j 

where y is the previous element and x is the present element, 

ab.d i and j index the values of x and y, respectively •. Rewriting 

10 



P(i,j), 

P(i, j) = P(j) P(i/j), 

and defining the conditional entropy, 

we have 

H = H xy x 

N 

I 
i 

N l P(i, j) log P(i/j) 

j 

+ H I . x y 

If x and y are statistically independent, then 

and 

Thus, in this case 

P(i/j) = P(i), 

N 

l 
i 

N 

N I P(i, j) log P(i) 

j 

= I P(i) log P(i) 

i 

= H 
x 

H = 2 H . xy x 

. Similarly the entropy of three elements is 

N N N 
H -xyz 

Rewriting P(i, j, k), 

l I l P(i, j, k) log P(i, j, k) 

i j k 

11 



P(i, j, k) :;: P(j, k) P(i/j, k) 

If there exist no correlation between the present element x and the 

second p;i:evious element z, but a correlation does exist between the 

present and immediately preceding element y (Markoff process), 

then 

And 2 

P(i/j, k,} = P(i/j). 

H • H + H I xyz xy x y 

H 
xyz = H x + 2 H / • x y 

The prediction of previous element values has been experimen-

tally studied by Harrison [ 19] in connection with a system of sending 

12 

only "mistakes." Experimental analyses of element redundancy have 

been carried out by Kretzmer [ 23] and Schreiber [ 38]. Powers and 

Sta.ras [ 33] have analyzed theoretical aspects of element redundancy. 

Schreiber 1s investigations have shown that the third-order cor -

relation between elements are of minor importance ~ compared with 

second-order (previous -value) correlation. Consequently, .if third-

and greater-order horizontal correlations are neglected, t;he entropy 

of K-elements is approximated as 

H 
x l' . . . ,. xk 

2 
Note that 

= H 
x + (K-1) H / , 

Xl Xz 

H / , etc. y z 



and the average entropy per element is found by dividing by K. 

Taking the limit .for many elements, the average.,entropy per element 

is 

or 

Lim 
K-oo 

H x 
K 

= H xifxz 

The difference between H / and the maximum possible value 
y x 

of average entropy per element gives the total horizontal redundancy. 

Rh.= s - H I . x y x 

It is useful to separate this total into two components: 

[S - H ] + 
x x [H - H. I ] x y x 

Since the first term is the brightness distribution redundancy Rb, 

the second term can be attributed to adjacent element correlation. 

Let it be symbolized by Rhe" Thus, 

And 

R =H -H/. he x y x 

It was· seen previously that Rb does not yield the- Likelihood of 

significant savings in channel capacity. However the measure·-

ments of Schreiber [ 38] show that for pictures with 64'-levels 

(Sx = 6 bits), 11 subject A II had a total second-order, Rh. of 2. 64 

bits of which Rb was • 3 bit, and· Rhe was 2. 34 bits. For subject 

13 



· B, the total previous-;..e lement redundancy given was 4. 15 bits, of 

which 1. 70 bits are brightness distribution redundancy, and 2. 45 

bits are due to adjacent element correlation, Schreiber 1s third

order· probability distribution measurements yield a slightly 

higher Rhe of the 2. 90 bits for subject B. Teer [ 46] has 

obtained a second-order · Rhe of at least 2. 50 bits from Schreiber 1s 

figures when a 32-level (5 bits) quantization is applied. 

These figures suggest that it is thE;)oretically possible to reduce 

channel capacity (or bandwidth - other things being equal) by about 

50% by coding to exploit only adjacent element previous-value cor• 

relation. 

Kretzmer [ 23] measured autocorrelation in, various directions 

on photographic slides; he also obtained brightness probability dis

tributions and the distribution-of-error of previous-val\le prediction. 

He gives a total previous-value redundancy of 3. 4 bits for a 6-bit 

signal--in close. correspondence with the results of Schreiber. One 

important finding of Kretzrner is that there seems to be no preferred 

direction of correlation in most pictures. It follows that the statis

tical redundancy in the vertical direction - between scan-lines - is 

about the same as that in the horizontal direction. This gives the 

possibility of a further - independent - 2; 1 compression vertically; 

or a total of 4:1 compression due only to second-order two-dimen

sional correlation. 

The entropy, redundancy and resulting compression, possibilities 

in this chapter have been based only on brightness information, with 

the tacit assumption that position information is known .. As will be 

14 
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seen in the next chapter, under conditions of compression, this assump-

tion :must be modified;· 

Although vertically adjacent elements may be adjacent in space, 

the .scanning scheme separates them in time by one. line-period in 

a non-interlaced system and one field'.""period in a 2_: l interlaced 
! 

sys.tern - which is standard in the United States, The situation is 

depicted diagrarnaticaUy in Figure 1. 

Field 
~d~ 

1 
X(t) X(t+d) (time and space) 

• • •• • " . 
X(t+T) ci 

2 • • X . (space) 
• ' • 

1 
X(t+L) 

s • • I • • 
2 I I • • • 

d - Nyquist interval or element distance 

L - Line. period 

T - Field period I 

Figure l; · Scanning. i;aster 

The requirements for long delay or large storage capacity suggests 

the great difficulties in the practical realization of systems which 

exploit vertical element cor'relation. 

We have examined some of the measurements and theoretical 

aspects of single picture statistics. It is of interest, on the other hand, 

to exa:i:nine. sor,ne _measur,ements, which are clo.sely matched-to practical· 

coding systems, and the success of these systems. 



CHAPTER JV 

INTRA-FRAME CODING 

Velocity Modulation 

One of the first television bandwidth compression systems was 

described (in theory) by Cherry and Gouriet [ 9] in 1953. This 

system used variable-velocity scanning in the camera and receiver; 

the spot velocity being made to vary inversely with the instantanious 

"picture detail. " Picture detail was defined as the modulus of the 

time derivative of the video waveform. 

Measurements [ 15] of average picture detail for actual tele

vision signals gave relative indications of from 3% to 5% for most 

pictures, where 100% detail corresponded to a full amplitude (black -

to-white) sine wave at the highest passband frequency. 

The basic variable-velocity system is shown in Figure 2-a. This 

closed-loop system is known as "slope-feedback coding." The 

system would be mo st effective if the instantaneous horizonta.l spot 

velocity could be varied from a minimum in areas of maximum detail 

to infinity in areas of zero detail (flat intensity areas). Because of 

practical circuit considerations, the velocity is limited to a maximum 

as shown in.Figure 2-b. Since the horizontal sweep velocity in the 

camera is derived from the transmitted signal, the receiver similarly 

can derive an equal sweep velocity. Although the system as presented 

16 



Camera 

Variable 

Velocity 

Sweep 

Generator 

e t) Channel 

v 
max 

(a) 

V min 

max 
t ft1 (b) 

Figure 2. (a) Slope-feedback encoder, (b) · Horizontal velocity 
versus instantaneous "detail. 11 

requires a special camera and receiver and is not proposed as a 

system for processing a standard signal for bandwidth compression, 

it is conceivable that it could perform such a re-coding operation by 

replacing the Gamera and the receiver display by scan-converter 

tube or other standards conversion equipment. 

Experimental results [ 35] with this system were rather dis -

appointing. Even modest compression ( l. 7: 1) was accompanied by 

serious geometric distortion and by loss of low-contrast fine detail. 

The loss of detail could be expected from the definition or 

measure of II detail II built into the system. If the minimum velocity 

(Figure 2-b) is chosen to produce a highest passband signal when a 

full-contrast maxim·um resolution transition is occurring in the 

17 
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scanned picture, then a lower contrast maximum resolution transi-

tion w:i,11 set up frequencies outside the allowed passband - which will 

be lost. 

In order to avoid sweeping over fast transition "edges II in the 

picture before the camera beam sweep velocity can be slowed, the 

loop bandwidth at the transmitter must be very wide. The receiver 

loop bandwidth is effectively limited, however, by the limitation on 

the channe 1 passband, there by introducing spacial distortion into 

the received picture. 

A later modification [ l] reduced the geometric distortion by 

using a separate position channel. The modified system is shown 

in Figure 3. Since the position channel carried an actual scanning 

signal generated by the wideband loop at the transmitter, some reduc-

tion of geometric distortion was obtained [ l], even with equal or less 

bandwidth allowed for the position signal than for the brightness sig-

nal. An additional bonus is the simplification of the receiver. 

I 
Brightness I ~ ~ 

Camera I - Channel I 
r. Display 

.... 

I ' 
Variable ·-- I 
Velocity - d I I dt I Sweep r - I Generator I 

t Position t 
, 

Transmitter Channel I Rec eiver 

Figure 3. Two-channel variable-velocity system 



These improvements are of course purchased at the expense of 

the bandwidth - or more precisely - the capacity required for the 

added position signal channel. It is important to say II capacity" 

because a signal-to-noise ratio of about 45 db. is (subjectively) 

needed for the position signal, where about 30 db. is acceptable 

for a signal conveying only brightness [ 1 ] • 

In studying this system, an important point of information 

theory, which is applicable to all statistical coding requiring epoch 

re-distribution, becomes clear. With uniform scanning, no posi-

tion information is needed by the reciever, since the agreed time -

space code (the uniform scanning raster) is known and position 

uncertainties do not exist. However, when the scanning spot velo-

city departs from an agreed patern, position information associated 

with that departure must also be sent; i.e., the changes in the 

"cod(:) book" must also be sent. 

It is also evident from the study of this system that the detail 

measure Ide/ dtl is inadequate as an information measure. Not 

only is differentiation a hopeless process in the presence of a 

realistic noise level, but a 100% jde/ dtf signal 1 conveys negligible 

(entropic) information since it requires negligible bandwidth. 

An "0pen .. Loop 11 System: Element Run Coding 

. From the early ideas on coding the picture sign~l by variable-

velocity scanning the con~ept of element run coding has evolved 

[ 35, 10]. This "open-loop" system more successfully and more 

1 A Sin 2,rf, t, where A is maximum amplitude, and£ is highest 
0 0 freqq.ency. 

19 



precisely achieves a uniform information rate - at Least on the 

time interval of one horizontal line. 

Element run coding is based upon the idea of transmitting only 

the picture elements which differ sufficiently from the previously 

transmitted element. 

In the Cherry, ~±!:., system [ 10], a decision element called 

a "Detail Detector" is supplied with a conventional picture signal. 

The Detail Detector produces an output sample element whenever 

a given element is judged (by a signal-to-noise discriminating infer-

ential process) [ 25] to differ sufficiently from the previous element 

or run of "equal" elements. By this process, each horizontal 

scan line is reduced to "essential" elements. Since correlation 

reduces the number of essential elements to far less than the total 

number of samples per line, compression is possible by a uniform 

re-distribution of these relatively few, but irregularly spaced, 

sample elements. 

The device which accomplishes the uniform re-distribution of 

essential elements is known as an elastic encoder. The outputs 

of the eleastic encoder consist of a uniformly spaced set of PCM 

pulse groups representing the brightness of the sample elements and 

another set of pulses representing the position information. 

In the partial instrumentation of this system [ 10], the run 

··-
lengths were restricted to three discrete values -1, 3, and 9 ,Nyquist 

intervals. The elastic encoding becomes a digital shifting process 

when the signal is proces ~ed in digital form. The basic encoding 

operation is shown. in Figure 4. 

20 



Standard} 
Picture .,_ __ __,,......~~--------------, 

Signal 

Delay 
Analog-to
Digital 
Conversion 

Read out Pulses }---,-i- Elastic 
. (at compressed Encoder 
rate) 

lo'<"---t 

Detail 
Detector 

Run Length 
Restdctor 

Position 
. Signal 

21 

Digited-to
Analogue Con
version and 
Smoothing Channe1 (s) 

.i..._ _____ _,..B r i ghtne s s 
Signal 

Figure 4. Element Run Coding 

A receiver could of course accept the signals which have been 

encoded by the above process and, by a reverse process, reconstruct 

a standard picture signal which could then be displayed or re-trans -

mitted in the ordinary manner, or, as the proposers [ 10] have sug-

gested, a simple receiver could be constructed for directly displaying 

the picture by using variable-velocity scanning techniques similar 

to those earlier suggested by Cherry and Gouriet [ 9] •. Geometric 

distortion should not be a problem because the internal bandwidth 

of the receiver sweep system could be made as wide as necessary. 

The b.asic form of such a receiver is shown in Figure 5. 

Actuq.l instrumentation of the system has extended only to a small-

scale elastic encoder and to examining the reconstruction of two-

level and half-tone pictures from the reduced data at the output of a 



Deta,il Detector. 

3- level 
Decoder 

Variable 
Velocity 
Sweep 

brightness 
correction z 

CRT 
y -, - Delay 1---------------' 

Vertical Sweep 

Variable-velocity element run decoder Figure 5. 

These studies indicated that satisfactory half-tone pictures are 

obtainable (by zero-order interpolation) from the reduced data, and 

that for the pictures used, the data reduction was from 3: l to 3. 5: I. 

Black and white line drawings could be reconstructed from far less 

data; the ratios ranging from 6. 25: l to 17. 5: L (by coarser Detail 

Detector threshold settings). 

It appears from these studies that this compression system could 

be highly successful in line drawing and other two-level picture appli-

cations. However, unless the position signal can be more success -

fully encoded, the system does not offer substantial savings for 

half-tone pictures. Since the sample-rate for the pos,ition signal is 

the same as for the brightness signal, the two signals require equal 

bandwidth. The total bandwidth compression possible with the pre vi-

ously mentioned 3. 5: l data reduction is therefore only I. 75: 1. 

Since the brightness channel can have perhaps 32 to 128 distin-

guishable levels (depending upon noise), a pos:itim signal requiring 
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equal bandwidth but having only three levels - except for its relative 

noise immunity - uses extra vent channel capacity. 

23 

Fundamentally, the effectiveness of the system could be improved 

by allowing more run lengths, i.e., more levels for the position sig

nal. By allowing more run lengths, fewer runs would be .required in 

most lines -thereby further reducing the data rate. Aside from the 

trivial requirements for additional shift-registers, etc., there remains 

the fundamental problem that for a given channel noise, each additional 

level is bought at the price of greater position error rates. There 

should therefore be a point of diminishing returns where additional 

compression by finer quantitazation of run lengths is too costly in 

terms of (subjectively tolerable) position noise. 

The best compromise would depend upon the noise and the proba

bility law for run lengths for the particular class of pictures in 

question. Although not precisely known, run-length distributions 

are believed [ 10] t? be of the following from: 

P(n) = (r - 1) 
-n 

r r > 1, 

where r is a constant parameter and n is the run length in Nyquist 

samples. 

Another approach might be to allow only a few levels to the position 

signal for the run length encoding process, and the by "brute force II 

compress the position signal bandwidth by re-coding. For example, 

if the noise is such that the additional position errors resulting from 

recoding the three-level signal to nine levels is acceptable, the the 

bandwidth of the position signal could be reduced by a factor or one -half.. 

With the 3. 5: 1 data-reduced picture previously mentioned, the total 
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coJnpression possible would be increased from 1. 75: 1 to 2. 33: 1. 

A more detailed study of these possibilities for improving element 

run coding is in order, and is perhaps being undertaken by the pro-

posers of the system. 

Coding for Vertical Redundancy 

As was pointed out previously,. correlation in the vertical dimen-

sion is about the same as in the hosizontal dimension in most typical 

pictures. Although no one has proposed or built a practical system 

for exploiting this vertical redundancy for channel savings, the prob-

lem lies more in the areas of technique and economics than in theory. 

Because of the long delays required·for vertical coding of an 

interlaced picture signal, vertical correlation coding should be more 

successful when applied to non-interlaced picture signals. For example, 

a two-dimensional encoder could be built which not only discards 

previous element value samples qy a horizontal "Detail Detector" 

(element run coding), but also discards those remaining elements 

which are suf{iciently "equal" to previous vertical elements. If the 

run length decision is determined from the three previous samples, 

as it was in the inferential Detail Detector of Kubba [ 25], then 

three previous sample values are required. Such a system is sug-

gested in Figure 6. 

The t delays in the horizontal run decision circuit are one 
0 

Nyquist interval, or . 125 J.J, Sec. for a 4 Mc. picture. If the picture 

i~ non-interlaced, the vertical run decision delays d 1, d 2, and d 3 

are one line period, or for a field of standard television, 62. 5 J.J, Sec. 



However, if we wish to determine runs of actual vertically space-

adjacent elements in a standard 2: l interlaced picture, then 

delays d 1 and d 3 have to be increased to one field period 

( 16, 650 µSec.) and rearranged as shown in Figure 7. 

Input vicleo 

Position---- ------- AND 

Coding ....-.------------1 ___ _. 

(a) Non-interlaced system 

Reduced 
Data 
.Outp~t 

(b) Modified ve.rtic;:tl decision for an interlaced system 

. Figure 6. Two-dimensional coding 

An alternate approach for interlaced pictures is to reduce the 

storage difficulty by using the system of Figure 6 to process only 

one field at a time and accept the resulting loss of effeciency. The 

lines of a single standard field are~ however, only 28% further apart 

than horizontal samples in a standard picture [ 19]. 
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Because of these delay problems, practical experimentation has 

been very Limited. Although many investigators have mentioned 

the theoretical aspects of vertical or two-dimensional coding pro

cesses, e.g. [3, 8, 9, 13, 19, 20, 36, 41, 46, 48, 49], Harrison's 

Linear prediction experiments [ 19] have been the only attempt at 

actual realization of removal of vertical redundancy using actual 

television picture signals. 

Perhaps when the storage art has reached a higher state, more 

interest will be found for two-dimensional picture coding. 
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CHAPTER V 

INTER -FRAME CODING 

Intuitive Discussion 

The redundancies discussed, to this point, have been associated 

with regional correlation of intensity in the two dimensions of the 

picture plane .at a fixed time. Television, however, presents a 

time sequence of pictures, which - due to the nature of visual 

perception - appears as a continuous scene. 

If the individual frames or pictures. were formed by a random 

.selection from possible pictures, we would expect to see only a 

meaningless blurr. The fact that we do, ordinarily, see a coherent 

scene indicates a. considerable correlation in the third-dimension 

(time) existing between frames. 

The implication here is that some form of previous -frame pre

diction1 coding might be successful. For example, if a "still II scene 

is being televised, knowing a particular frame enables perfect predic-

tion of subsequent frames; i.e., subsequent frames convey no actual 

information. H there is some movement or intensity change in the 

picture, subsequent frames convey only a relatively small amount of 

information, H, on the other hand, the "known II frame occurs just 

· Previous .. frame prediction differs from previous-element prediction 
in that the entire joint state of all elements (a point in. picture-vari-
able phase space) is predicted. . 
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prior to a scene change, previous -frame prediction would fail. 

The basic idea of coding to exploit inter-frame redundancy 

is old [ 22] and has often been mentioned in the literature, e.g. [ 9, 

13, 20, 23, 41, 46, 48) as a possibility. However, no practical 

system, so far as we know has be~n built. Perhaps the greatest 

difficulty has been a need for flexable storage or delay extending 

over several frames in time. 

Inter-Frame Statistics 

A second difficulty of inter-frame coding on a statistical basis 

is the few actual statistics have been measured. Kretzmer [ 23] 

measured optically the cross-correlation between adjacent motion 

picture frames and obtained the figures of 0.80 and 0.86. But 

what is more important is knowledge of the dynamics or higher 

order statistics of actual television signals. In order to effectively 

encode the signal to approach a uniform re-distribution of informa

tion [ 30), an estimate of the necessary queuing storage is needed. 

An experimental frame difference signal generator has been 

constructed by Seyler [ 42] and Potter [ 34]. The frame difference 

signal g(t) is given by 

g (t) = f(t) - f(t - T), 

where f(t) is the video signal and T the frame period. In the 

experimental setup, the difference signal was obtaine d by using a 

Vidicon camera tube as a t emporary storage device. The Vidicon 

was subjected to a constant light b ias while the input vide o was 
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applied to modulate the cathode potential; the frame difference signa l 

was obtained on the signal electrode. 

The difference signal thus obtained was then sampled at a 10 Mc. 

rate, and the number of pulses counted whenever 

I g(t) I > £ • 

The pulse-count per frame was recorded. 

A record of the difference signal pulse-count was made from 

ordinary program material, with an £ level of 0. 05 of the maxi

mum signal amplitude. Photographs of the count-analogue re cord 

clearly show the effects of no motion, little motion, panning, violent 

motion, and scene changes. Preliminary results (prior to computer 

processing), indicate that for 1000 frames examined, 50% of the 

frames had relative counts of less than 15o/o, and 95% of the frames 

had relative counts smaller than 50%. 

Inter-Frame Coding 

A basic approach to inter-frame coding is that after sending an 

occasional frame, only the difference signal need be sent - within 

some time interval. A reduction in channel capacity follows if the 

information rate is re -distributed uniformly over that interval. W ith 

the addition of a signal de scribing the re -distribution, a receive r 

can then theoretically reconstruct the original picture ... 

Seyler [ 41, 42] has deduced from his measurements that i n 

order to benefit from strictly stat i st i cal coding based only on the 

probability of a frame difference si gnal existing would r e quir e averag

ing or queuing intervals of up to 10 seconds. This inte r val is bas e d 
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primarily on the frequency of scene changes. Thus, for more man 

ageable or economically justifiable storage times of say 0. l to 0. 2 

seconds (three to six frames), it would appear that little savings a re 

possible. 

There are, however, some additional conside rations whi ch give 

hope to inter-frame coding. Since nearly all television came ra 

tubes have some "lag'' or storage effects, spatial resolution is 

reduced in areas of the picture involving motion. In addition, t here 

are also the subjective visual effects of exchange b etween time

motim resolution and spatial detail.resolution .(to be discussed more 

fully in Chapters 6 and 7). For these reasons less data are needed 

to describe a g:i.ven picture at precisely the times when the fr a m e 

difference signal arises. However, no law has yet been discove r ed 

for this apparently inverse relationship more exact than t his intuitive 

appreciation. 

It has also been suggested [ 41) that inste ad of t r ansmittin g the 

frame difference signal, it be u s ed b y a decis ion-makin g element 

to select for transmission o n ly the frames whi ch diffe r s ufficiently 

from the p revious ly trans mitte d o ne . T his c once pt is known as fram e 

run coding, and is analogous element run coding. It is als o i mplicit 

tha t to save channel c apacity, the time s cale of the se lected frames 

s hould b e u nifo r mly re -di stribute d over s ome i nterval. T h e p revious 

comments about the necessa ry que uing int e rva l fo r f r ame difference 

signal codin g should a pply e qua lly to the int erva l nee d e d for frame 

run coding . 
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CHAPTER VI 

CODING TO MATCH VISUAL PERCEPTION 

The pi_cture coding problem has been discussed so far only upon a 

mathematical basis, i.e. the statistical redundancies present in pie-

tures. However, it is improtant to· remember that the ultimate II sink II 

for the image information- is the human observer. Data which mathe-

matically are classified as "information" are simply wasted if the 

observer cannot percieve them. That a system is: wasteful of capacity 

in this sense does not necessarily imply that the quality of the system 

is too high; it means only that there is an information "mismatch. 11 

Visual Channel. Capacity 

· Recall that the maximum information rate or source capacity for 

picutes with N brightness levels, K elements, and frame rate R 

is 

· Cs = (K)(R) log 2 N bits/sec. 

If we take N to be about 64, then for a standard television picture 

C is about 36 ( 106 ) bits/ sec. It is interesting to compare this s 

figure with estimates for visual channel capacity. 

By use of an energy model for the eye, Budridis [ 6] has estimated 

a channel capacity of the visual mechanism to be about 2. 5 ( 105 ) 

bits/ second - - two orders of i:nagnitude less than the source entropy 
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for a 64-level picture. 

Other investigators [ 37, 45] have obtained an estimate of from 

20 to 50 bits/ second, · ey pattern recognition and reading speed tests. 

The large difference in estimates can be explained by the diffe rent 

conceptions of the problem which the different investigators used. 

In order to discuss these differences, the model of Figure 7 

will be postulated. The higher estimate seems to be concerned only 

with the input-output relations of the first step - and perhaps with a 

threshold for the second, i.e., with the eye itself and the threshold 

detection of some aspect of its output. 

On the other hand, the psychological investigators, who obtained 

the lower estimates, must have included the more complex (and 

slower) operations of step 3, because pattern recognition was involved. 

( 1) 
Optical-Retinal J { Light 
Mechanism 

I 
Input . 

I 
I Motor response 

{if an~} 
y 

~ --., -- ,- -- - - - --l- ·- --
Conscious Higher Processing: 
Perception recognition, memory ( 3) ( 2) 

- concepts, as so cia tion, 

~ 
etc. 

Brain 

, Figure 7.. Visual perception model 

It may be argued that the lower capacity estimate is bette r 

because useful communication necessarily involves cognition. This 



may be true in a utilitarian sense, but for entertainment purposes, 

it is desirable to give the illusion of direct visual contact. The pres

ense or absence of the illusion may convey nothing more than just 
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that, but subjectively, it is a very important "bit." Of course imagin

ation permits some departure from the perfect illusion. For example, 

it is not too difficult to accept black and white pictures, or the limited 

contrast range and resolution of television. 

In accordance with the above discussion, the visual channel 

capacity for entertainment quality will be taken as nearer the higher 

estimate of 2. 5 ( 10 5 ) bits/ second. Since the electrical channel capacity 

is about two orders of magnitude higher than this, yet far from visually 

perfect, there must be some aspects of the picture which are vastly 

over specified. Discovering these over-specifications and (;.lxploiting 

them forms a basis for channel savings. 

The general nature of the mismatch between the visual and elec

trical channels can perhaps be explained in the following manner. 

The standard television system allows independently for maximum 

realization of the various image parameters: spatial re solution, 

brightness re solution, and time re solution. Yet in human vision, the 

resolutions of these parameters are interrelated. The interrelations 

are found in several experim,ental visual laws. 

Exchange of Contrast Resolution for Spatial Resolution 

Two visual laws relate the threshold visibility of brightness to 

stimulus area (or visual angle). For small areas less than six minutes 

of arc on the fovea, an area of angle A is just visible at brightness B 
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when 

A· B = a constant. 

For lar-ger areas, the following law holds: 

A · B 2 = a constant. 

These formulas are known respectively as Ricco 1s and Piper's Laws 

[ 18]. As stated above, they give the absolute thresholds for a dark-

adapted eye. They also hold for differential brightness with a given 

background or adaption level. In this case, B is replaced with the 

object contrast I B - B j / B , where B is the object brightness 
S O O S 

and B is the background level. 
0 

In terms of picture coding, these laws imply that while large 

areas require high brightness accuracy or fine quantization, the eye 

is insensitive to larger brightness errors or coarser quantization in 

areas of fine detail. Numerous suggestions [ 17, 21, 24, 37] for com-

pression systems based upon this principle have been made. 

Julesz [ 21] performed computer simulation studies of the bit-

rate reductions possible by combining the savings of selectiing sam-

ples on a run~length basis with normally fine quantization (element 

run coding), and then more coarsely re-quantizing the samples in 

. fast-transient regions - where the runs are short. 

Kretzmer [ 24] studied more directly the subjective effects of 

similar coding in an actually instrumented system. He proposed 

splitting the spectrum of the picture signal into tw0 or more bands, 

and quantizing more coarsely the higher bands. Most experiences 

[ 7, 14] indicate that if straight quantization is applied, 6- or 7-bit 

samples ( 64 or 128 levels) are rquired to portray to the eye gradual 



shading without visible contouring effects. Thus, the 4-megacycle 

picture would require (for PCM) a minimum bit-rate of 56 ( 106 ) 

bits/ second. In his experiment, Kretzmer split the band of the ana-
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logue signal into "lows" (be low ,V2 Mc. ) and "highs" ( ,V2 - 4 Mc.), 

and then applied 5-level quantization to the "highs" signal. The 

experimental setup is shown in Figure 8. No actual encoding was 

carried out - only the subjective effects of coarse quantization of the 

highs were observed. The primary subjective obj,ection was that 

edges were followed by fainter "ghost" images. 

1-----;M De lay 

t 
5 - level ----quantizer 

"Highs" 

+ Output 

Input 

+ 

"L ws" 
i---~ Low pass._ ____ .,._ ___ .__ _________ _. 

Figure 8. Quantized highs simulation 

If the "lows" were quantized to 128 levels and the "highs II to 8 

levels, the minimum PCM bit-rate is reduced to 28 ( 106 ) bits/second. 

Although without further re -coding no analogue bandwidth is saved, 

the bit-rate for PCM is reduced 2: 1. If noise level permits, the 3-bit 

highs signal could be re-coded to more levels to reduce bandwi dth if 

transmitted as an analogue signal. Alternately, it was suggesteq that 

I 
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the "highs" signal be statistically encoded into run-lengths (element 

run coding). 

The system of "Synthetic Highs II of Schreiber and Knapp [ 39] is 

somewhat similar to the above proposal except that the quivalent to 

,tre quantized "highs" signal is generated by quantizing the "edge II 

pulses which result from a short-time difference signal. The dif-

ference pulses can be uniformly redistributed over some interval for 

additional (statistical) compression. At the receiver, the edge pulses 

are decoded and applied to a transversal filter to obtain several 

standardized height transient signals wich are then added to the "lows. 11 

· Since in a picture reproduced by a quantized highs system the 

high-frequency transients (associated with "edges 11) are coarsely 

quantized (stepped), spurious "ghost" outlines trail the true edges. 

But in the system of Synthetic Highs, the transients can be somewhat 

in absolute error - yet smooth, and produce no ghost contours. The 

greater apparent fidelity of Synthetic Highs over Quantized Highs is 

illustrated by the approximate step-response of ec!,ch, shown in 

Figure 9. 

Original Quantized Highs Synthetic Highs 

Figure 9,. Comparison oLq-uantized highs and synthetic highs 
reproductions 
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A third basic variation on the idea of coding for the contrast

detail re solution exchange has been suggested by Graham [ 17]. 

The system, known as "differential quantizing, "operates on a 

delta modulation principle where, instead of using a 2.-level dif

ference, an 8-level difference is sent. The 8-level quantizer uses 

a tapered staircase such that areas of gradual change are automati 

cally reproduced with fine quantization, and areas of rapid change 

(edges) are automatically resolved with coarse quantization. The 

30 bit/ sample picture coded by this method is comparable to an 

ordinary 6- or 7-bit picture. 

A similar alphabet reduction for picture transmission has been 

achieved by Roberts [ 37] by a remarkably different process. Before 

quantization, pseudo-random noise of one quantum level is added 

to the analogue picture signal, and at the receiver, identical noise 

is generated and subtracted from the signal. The visual result is 

that the error introduced by quantization is transformed into addi

tive noise. By this simple technique, the data rate can be reduced 

from 6 to 7 bits/sample to 2 or 3 bits/sample (4 to 8 levels). 

That this system works, actually depends upon both picture 

correlation and subjective effects. Because of the large amount 

of correlation in pictures, the eye can easily distinguish between 

a certain amount of random noise and the picture. If the pseudo

random noise generators are synchronized to re-start every frame 

the noise structure would be visibly stationary, and only two-di men 

tional correlation in the picture is utilized. If the pseudo-random 

noise cycle runs for several frames before re-starting, then 
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inter-frame (time) picture correlation further aids the eye in sig-

nal/noise discrimination. In the Roberts experiment, only single 

pictures we re processed by a computer. 

It is also of interest to examine why this system works in 

explicit terms of the visual law for brightness/detail resolution 

exchange. Since the visual defects of coarse quantization are caused 

by the eye 1s fine contrast re solution in larger areas, the addition 

of random noise breaks up the large areas so that they exist only 

as averages, but leaving the eye only very small dots with which 

to discriminate contrast. Large contrast steps are therefore allow-

able. 

Continuity of Vision 

Two aspects of the persistance of vision can be distinguished: 

first, the threshold ability of the eye to distinguish between separate 

flashes of light and a continuous light; second, the ability of the eye 

to distinguish between a rapid sequence of stationary pictures, repre-

senting samples of motion, and true continuous motion. 

The repetition frequency f where flicker is just perceptable 
r 

is not a fixed number but is proportional to the logarithm of bright -

ness B. This r e lation is known as the F erry-Porter law [ 12]: 

fr = 12. 57 log 10 B + C cycles/ sec. 

The c onstant C depends upon a great many variables of viewing 

conditions . At any rate, many subjective tests [ 12] have indicated 

that under ordinary television vie wing conditions a fi e ld rate of 50 

to 60 per second for maximum brightnesses of about 20 to 100 
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footlamberts respectively. Thus, the standard field rate of 60 per 

second (which matches the power frequency) is necessary for flicker 

free pictures at desirable brightness levels. 
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The visual requirements on repetition rate for continuity of motion 

is much easier to satisfy. The threshold of perceptability where sepa

rate imag·e s have the appearance of continuous motion is primarily 

a function of image contrast and speed. More pictures per second 

are required for an increase in either contrast or speed. The rate of 

30 frames per second used for television produces satisfactory motion 

fusion for most scenes, although 24 frames/second is standard for 

motion pictures. Thus with a field rate of 60 frames/sec. and the 

frame rate of 30 frames/ sec. the standard 2: l interlace ratio simul

taneously satisfies these two continuity requirements. 

In actual practice, the theoretical vertical resolution of inter

laced pictures is not realized because of finite spot size and imperfect 

interlace. For this reason, Gabor and Hill [ 13] have proposed dis

carding every other field, and interpolating at the receiver. If the 

previous field is simply repeated or if linear interpolation between 

fields is employed, the reproduction of non-vertical contours can 

suffer. To combat this problem Gabor proposed interpolating the 

missing field by a method known as "contour interpolation." In 

contour interpolation, not only is the intensity of the mis sing line 

linearly interpolated between the previous and next lines, but when 

"edges" are detected, the horizontal pos ition of the edge in the 

interpolated l ine is also interpolated between those of the previous 

and next lines. The principle is illustrated in comparison to simple 
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repetition and linear interpolation in Figure 10. The shaded functions 

are inten.sity versus horizontal position. The center line belongs to 

the mis sing field . 

I_ . ~f/77 7 777777/ 
I \t(ZZ/ / //T/Z 
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V//////Z 
Linear Interpolation 

VT/7///7/JTIZ 
~//2$;; 
Repetition 

~.7777771717/ 

\f@'%~ 
Contour Interpolation 

figure 10. Zero-order, Hrst-order, and linear interpola
tion 

The visual superiority of contour interpolation was demonstrated 

with a photo-mechanical realization. Electronic realization, while 

theoretically possible, poses some extremely difficult practical prob-

lems. 

Exchange of Spatial Resolution for Time-Motion. Resolution 

While the standard television system is prepared to resolve pie -

ture samples of images moving or changing at any rate, or even a 

different scene each frame, the eye is not. The fact that the eye 



cannot maintain full acuity when pursuing a moving image is easily 

demonstrated by a common experience with a motion picture film. 

Visible blurring of the moving images are seldom noticeable. Yet 

if a single frame is held stationary and examined, it can be severely 

blurred because the image was in motion during exposure. The loss 

of resolution in a film is ordinarily not very noticeable because it 

closely matches the lass of acuity in the eye. 

The lass of aciuty during pursuit of a moving image has been 

shown to increase as the cube of angular motion [ 26]. It is thought 

to result more from imperfect control of the pursuit (hunting) than 

to simple inability of the eye to move fast enough. 

Another visual phenomenon, which is closely related (from an 

information rate viewpoint) is the temporary loss of acuity following 

a complete scene change. In studying this effect, Seyler and Bud

rikis [ 43] found that if the resolution at the beginning of a new scene 

in films or television can be reduced by a factor of 20 from the nom -

inal value without being subjectively noticeable if it is gradually 

restored in about 0. 8 second or 24 standard frames. 

As was suggested in Chapter V, the possibilities for inter-frame 

coq.ing may be enormously improved by exploiting the time-motion 

dependence of visual ~cuity. 
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CHAPTER VII 

A SYSTEM OF INTER-FRAME CODING 

Although some progress toward instrumentation of compression 

systems exploiting element and/ or subjective visual effects has been 

made, no one can yet begin to build a statistically coded inter-frame 

system. The system to be suggested here departs somewhat from 

ideal statistical coding, but does so in such a way as to ease the 

storage problems and exploit subjective visual effects. 

Frame Run Coding 

To appreciate the problems of statistical inter-frame coding, 

consider the basic technique of frame run coding. Suppose there is 

a decision making device which examines an ordinary picture signal 

and by some criterion 1 answers the question " Does the present 

frame (as a whole) differ sufficiently from the previous one? ' ' If the 

answer is "yes II then the frame in question is sampled (gated). If 

the answer is "no II it is suppre's sed. This principle is illustrated 

in Figure 11. 

P resumably for a given decison function and class of pictures 

there is a probability law for the number· of frames that may be 

selected in an interval. Let P(G) be the probability that a frame 

One ' 1 reasonable 11 criterion might be for the mean squared frame 
difference signal to exceed a threshold. 
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be sampled. Experimentally this is 

P{G) = L . n 
1m -N N-oo 

where n is the number 0f gated frames in an interval of size N. 

Picture 
Signal 

Delay 

T 

Decision 

Selected Frame 
Signal 

"Yes" 1 n,1 I 
1 'NO II Q ----~'"'"""'----· ----

Figure 11. A frame run decision device 

t 

P(G) then defines the ideal data reduction by pure frame run coding. 

That is, for large intervals N, the number n of frames. sample 

converges in probability to NP(G) .. Without knowing the distribution 

of n on N, about all that can be said about the required interval 
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length N is to set an upper bound as given by the Chebyshev inequality. 

P( I P(G) _ ..::....1 < e;)>l-Var. (n/N) 
N -- - 2 

£ 

If it is assumed that n is obtained from independent trials (which it 

is not), then 

P(G) - P 2 (G) 
Var. (n/N) = 

N 

which is maximum for P(G) = 0. 5. In this case 



Max. Var (n/N) = 
1 
4N 

The assumption of independence makes the distribution of n 

binomial, but direct use of the binomial distribution cannot be justi -

fied. Accordingly, the maximum variance of ( 1/ 4N) will be used 

only in the Che byshev inequality to obtain a more realistic approxi -

mate bound on N. Th en 

P( I P(G) 
4N £ 2 - 1 > 

4N £ 2 

For example, to make this probability larger than . 95, with an £ 

of 1/ 10, N must be 500 or more. For the probability of less than 

10% error can be as more than . 75, then N should be at least 100. 

These figures imply a rather large queuing interval (in agreement 

with Seyler 1s 10 second estimate) on which the uniform time scale 

re-distribution must. be made for actual bandwidth compression. Such 

a re-distribtuion is illustrated in Figure 12. The 11 X 11 blocks repre-

sent sampled frames, and T is one frame period. 

Bandwidth B 

[X]~-1 m,~, --r--~-. ______ , ,' -t><l-! time, 

\ \ ' \ ~T-,' ' 
\ \ \ I \ \ I \ (n=6 

I \ 1 \ ' I \ ' \ \ IN = 10 
I I \I \ \1 \\ 
I \I \ \~ \ \' \ I 

time t ' 

Bandwidth B 1 = 6 B Io 
Figure 12. Event redistribution 
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At the receiver, the original signal could be recovered by 

restoring the original time scale and ralative position of the gated 

frames, and simply repeating the previous frame signal during 

11 empty 11 intervals. If the interval N is chosen to be small 

(say 5 - 10 frames), the ratio n/N would fluxuate considerably. 

For a large N (say 300 frames) the n/N ratio should fluxuate 

only slightly - so that a bandwidth of slightly more than BP(G) 

should suffice. But the required storage is enormous. 

If the interval is restricted to the more II manageable II size of 

from 5 - 10 frames (say), then it is advantageous to utilize the time -

motion spatial resolution exchange effect. Perhaps the simplest 

procedure here would be to allow some (smaller) bandwidth B 1 for 

2 
the re-scaled signal , perhaps even less than BP(G). At the times 

when few frames are gated (little motion etc.), the picture resolution 

would not suffer. But at other times when n/N exceeds B '/B, the 

horizontal resolution would be reduced - but not subjectively, since 

by the visual exchange laws the eye would lose acuity at exactly these 

times. 
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While the above procedure would somewhat simplify instrumenta -

tion problems over straight statistical frame run coding, these prob-

lems are still quite difficult. The storage system at the encoder 

must have the capacity to II read in II n frames of signal at bandwidth 

B, and then "read out" at a rate that will ''spread" the time scale of 

n collected frames over the N -frame interval. The decoding system 

2 The sample rate could be similarly reduced if the transmission is 
digital . 



must have the same capacity, but would operate in reverse, and must 

have the further ability to repeat the re-scaled signal over the 'empty" 

intervals. 

There is little possibility of avoiding the time scale change and 

still saving effective bandwidth by time multiplexing the n sampled 

frames with other signals, since n is random and fluxuates between 

1 and N. To escape some of these difficulties of non-uniform samp

ling, the following system of uniform frame sampling is suggested. 

Uniform Frame Sampling 

Let one frame in every N be gated; the other (N - 1) being sup

pressed: Assume (for the moment) that a method will be found to 

recover the lost ''information." If the original video bandwidth is B, 

the gated signal can now be transmitted through a channel with effec

tive bandwidth B/N in one of two ways. First, the bandwidth can 

actually be compressed by a change of time scale by II spreading" the 

one sampled frame over the N-frame interval. The problem is con

siderably simplified over frame run coding because only one frame 

at a time is processed rather than a random number, and the problem 

is now reduced to one of standards conversion. 

Second, if a channel of bandwidth B is us e d, N p icture signals 

can be sent through it by time multiplexing, i.e., staggering the 

sampling times. Of course the frame periods of the N signals 

must be synchronous. 

These two a lternative ope rations are shown in Figure 13. The 

sequences (s) of sampled frames are recovered at the output of the 
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channel by the inverse operations. 

Time Scale Change 
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Figure 13. Uniform frame sampling systems 
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The true problem now aris ed of how the original (or visually 

approximate) pic;ture signal is reconstructed from the received 

sequence of sample frames ... 

Picture Reconstruction 

As a first approximation to the original picture signal, suppose 

each of the received sample frame signals is simply repeated (N-1) 

more times to fill in the intervaL If f(t) is the original signal, in 

a particular N -frame interval, let this II zero order II approximation 
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be called f(t). Let f(t) be represented as 

N 

f (t) = l fk (t) 

k=l 

where fk is f in the k-th frame in the interval and zero elsewhere, 

Then 

f (t) = 

N 

l fl (t + T - n T) 

n= 1 

where T is the frame period. 

If f (t) were displayed, there would be no visible flicker, since 

the original field rate is restored; nor would there be any reduction 

of :spatial resolution. With no movement in the pictured scene, the 

reconstruction f (t) would be perfect. However, if the original 

frame rate were 30 per second, new pictures (sampling any changes) 

are reconstructed at the rate of only 30/N per second. The subjec -

tive impression would be motion discontinutity of "jerkyness. 11 This 

effect would of course be more pronounced for larger values of N. 

It is necessary then, to find a method of interpolation which also 

somehow "fills in 11 to restore motion continuity. Two approaches to 

this problem are to be suggested. 

Transmitted Error 

If, at the encoder, the signal for the gated frame can be some -

how stored, it can be compared to each of the subsequent (N-1) 

suppressed frames in the interval. The difference signal so obtained 

represents the information lost by not transmitting the (N-1) suppre s -

sed frames per interva 1. In other words, let f (t) be generated at 
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the encoder and a difference signal f0 (t) be 

fD(t) = f(t) - f (t). 

If fD could be added to f at the receiver, then obviously the 

original f would pe obtained. Of course transmitting fD as such 
. . 

· would defeat any bandwidth savings since it has a spectrum of width 

B .. But what if fD is passed through a low pass filter with cutoff 

fr·equency. B I cycles per second (B 1 < B)? Let this filtered differ -
. . .·. . 

. . 

ence signal be denoted by fDL(t). Coni;ider the new reconstruction 

F, generated at the receiver by addi:rg. f . and fDL: 

F(t) = f (t) . + fDL (t) 

. . . . . 

· fDL . woul.d be transmitted, for a total bandwidth of (B 1 + B/N)~ What 

might the subjective impression of F(t) be? 
... 

· For the case when fD(t) = 0 . (no motion,._ etc.), then f(t) = f (t) • 

. So that 

F(t). = f{t), 

arid the reconstruction is. of course perfect. When. :fD(t) 4 O, then 

fDL .provides a low frequency (therefore low resolution) '"fill in II for 

· f. While this II fill" is of low maximum resolution, it does ·restore 

motion continuity. · Because of the visual effect of exchange between 

motion resolution and spatial re~olution, the resulting reduction of 
. . 

resolution of movirig images should not be subjectively noticeable 

within some .limits on N and B 1 • Ultim~tely these limits can be 

. found only by subjective tests. 

· :There a:;-e still some difficulties, ·that can be imagined, which 

must be dealt with~ . Suppose :a scene change occurs in the middle of 
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an N-frame inter:val. The low frequency components are fully cor -

rected by fDL' but an error consisting of the high frequency compo

nents of f persists for the remainder of the interval. This error 

would cause a brief "ghost" of edges from the old scene. This fault 

could be corrected by inserting a decision element which would moni

tor fDL at the receiver-, such that if a scene change is detected (by 

a suitable test on fDL), a filter is applied to f to remove the high 

frequency components and give only ''lows. 11 Under these conditions, 

F (t) = f L(t) + fDL(t) 

= fL (t) . 
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That is, the approximation is reduced to a filtered (low frequency 

components) version of the true signal f(t). As was discussed in 

Chapter VI, this procedure is visually permis sable as long as full 

bandwidth is soon restored. Perhaps it would suffice to simply switch 

in a filter for the remainder of the interval instead of gradually restor

ing resolution. 

Noise Effects 

Another difficulty which must be considered is the great enemy 

of most compression schemes - noise. For the transmitted error 

system additive noise can be classified as input noise and channel 

noise. The input noise is that existing with the original picture 

signal before any processing by the system, and channel noise is 

that added to each of the,two transmitted signals. 

Fir st consider the input noise. Let the input f(t) be the sum 



of signal s(t) and noise n(t): 

.... 
F (t) = f (t) + fDL (t) 

N-1 

= l [ s 1 (t-kT) + n 1 (t-kT)] + [ s(t) + n(t) 

k=O 

N-1 

l s l (t- kT) + n l (t - kT) ) L , 

k=O 

where the 11 L 11 subscript indicates the bracketed function was filtered 

to remove spectral components above B 1• Since the filter is linear, 

we have 

where 

and 

N-1 

F(t) = SL(t) + l [ s l (t-kT) - s lL(t-kT)] 

k=O 

N-1 

. + nL(t) + l [n 1(t-kT) - n 1L(t-kT)) 

k=O 

N-1 

= [ sL{t) + l s lH(t-kT)) 

k= 0 

N-1 

+ [nL(t) + l n 1H(t-kT)], 

k=O 

s 1(t-kT) - S lL(t - kT) = S lH(t - kT) 

Thus, like the picture, the low frequency components of the input 

noise are unaffected by the processing of the system; while the high 
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frequency components are those in the sample frame, repeated N 

times. The high frequency (fine grain) noise may thus become more 

visible because of its increased time coherence. This may not be 

serious unless the input noise is large, because the contrast-detail 

exchange law makes fine grain noise the least visible part [ 5, 4, 29]. 

Also, there is always the possibility of reducing the power of 

input noise by a factor of 1/N by obtaining the sample frame signal as 

an element average over the N frames rather than a single sample, 

It is a safe assumption that the noise is essentially uncorrelated one 

frame period away, and that the picture and noise are uncorrelated, 

As a consequence, the noise power in the sample frame is reduced 

to 1/N of its former value. Thus, the input noise is (theoretically 

at least) not a problem. 

The problem of additive channel noise is more serious. Let 

the noise added to the difference signal fDL be nDL' and the noise 

in the sample frame channel be n 5 . The total noise n (from the 

channels) is the sum: 

nDL has a spectrum extending to B ', and has no special character

istics introduced by the system. But since n 5 is associated with the 

sample frame, it occurs in the picture as repeated N-frame blocks. 

This N-frame repetition will no doubt increase the visibility of n5 . 

The capacity of the sample frame channel is not therefore truely 

reduced by 1/N from the original picture channel, but something 

less, since the signal-to-noise ratio must be somewhat increased. 
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Linear. Interpolation 

An alternative to transmitting the frame difference error is to 

actually interpolate at the receiver between sample frames. Con-

sider the difficulties of truely in'tP...rpolating for motion or other changes 

in images. In.Figure 14 are two sample frames of an image and, in 

the center a visual linear interpolation. 

Known 

A 

Interpolated 

p 
I 

p.; 

I 
& 

I 

Known 

A 

Figure 14. Visual interpolation 

This is visually easy with the assumption that the class of pictures 

is restricted to those where a single figure translates on a white 

background. The visual interpolation apparently depends upon pattern 

recognition as well as the mathematical process (of finding the mid-

point of a line segment in Figure 14). The problem is of course. 

much more difficult for the more general class of television pictures. 

One simplified pattern recognition-interpolation process is that of 
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contour interpolation [ 13], where edge detection is employed. Instead 

of interpolating between two lines, as was discussed in Chapter VI, 

the method might be used to interpolate a mis sing line between two 
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· frames. This method would require a rather versatile and extensive 

storage system in order to accomplish the necessary geometrical 

transformations,. and would still allow only for horizontal motion. 

Here an interpolation in only one dimension will be suggested 

and examined. The approximation. f to the true signal f is of zero-

order for element brightness. As a possibly better approximation 

consider the next higher order, i.e., a Linear "cross fade. 11 

A sample frame ii:! transmitted and· N frames Later a new sample 

frame is transmitted. Let an element in the first sample frame have 

value (brightness) x 1, and Let the same element in the new sample 

have value xN+l' The same element in the k-th frame in the interval 

has value xk. This notation will avoid the necessity of explicitly 

writing the time parameter and keeping track of time shifts. In this 

. notation, then, f (t) gives an estimate x• 
k for xk as.follows: 

j x I' k = I, 2, . N 

xk' = 1 "N+I' k ~ 1 +·N,; 21.+ ~, . .,., 

etc. 

In this notation, the Linear interpolation estimate xk · for xk 

is 

~ (N + l - k) x 1 

k = 1, 2, . • . 

l 
+ N(k- l)xN+l 

N, N + l. 

Note that x 1 = xl' and ~+ 1 = ~+ 1• The interpolated values are 

each a proportional "mixture" of x 1 and xN+ 1. 

illustrated with an image in Figure 15. (N = 3). 

The process is 
! 
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Figure 15. Linear interpolation 

In general, higher orders of interpolation of this type would pro-

bably give no better results; the elements. would still be treated inde

pendently. Visually, this interpolation is undoubtedly better than 

zero-:order ( £ ), since some clues about where the image is "going" 

are given ahead of time. Unless the movement is very rapid, this 

cross fade approximates the low resolution "fill" as before; it is very 

close to the type of blur in the direction of motion that occurs in 

motion picture films. The number·· N of frames per sample must 

as before be found by subjective tests. 

Noise Effects 

Let x 1 now represent the element noise in the first sample 

. frame, and ~+ 1 the noise of the same element in the next sample. 

This noise consists of both input noise and channel noise. They 

will not be distinguished, except to me:,;ition that the input noise 

component can be reduced as before by taking an averaged sample. 

z 
Let (T' be the variance of xk. It is assumed that 
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Two measures of the noise in the reconstructed picture will be 

used: variance, and the (normalized) correlation coefficient between 

elements in the j-th and k-th frames in the interval. The correla-

tion coefficient is used as a measure of visibility because a repeated 

noise structure is more visible than an uncorrelated one. 

For zero-order interpolation, i.e. 

xk1 = xl, K = 1, ... N, 

the variance in the k-th reconstructed frame erk 2 is found as 

2 2 2 
erk = E(x 1 ) = er , 

k in the N frame interval and pjk the correlation coef£icient (for 

j, k in the interval) as 

E(xj s xk I) 

erj erk 
= 

2 
E(x 1 ) 

2 
er 

= 1. 

These results were discussed before (qualatatively) as the effects of 

channel noise in the transmitted error system. 

Now, for first-order interpolation,. i.e. where 

2 
find erk and erjk" 

1 2 2 
=EN[(N+l-k) x 1 +2(k-l)(N+l-k)x 1xN+l 

+ (k-1)2 2] 
XN+l 
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= er 2 ( N + 1- k) 2 + ( k.., 1) 2 

NZ 
k = 1, 2, ... N+l. 



Thus, the lineat interpolation process actually reduces the noise 

power in the reconstructed picture. This law is plotted in Figure 16, 

for N = 4. 
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Figure 16 •.. · Noise· power law for linear intifrpolation 

The correlation coefficient : P.·k is found as follows: . J 

.... 

~k -

E(x. xk) 
J since E(x .) = E(x.) = 0 

J J 

where Cjk = (N+ l-k)(j-l)x 1xN+l + (N+l-j)(k-l)x 1xN+l' 

E(Cjk) = 0. Thus, 

and 

(N+l-k)(N+l-j) + (k - l)(}-1) . 

To complete the example where N = 4, computing pjk gives the 

following correlation coefficient matrix. 
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1. 000 0,948 0,,707 0. 316 0.000 

0,948 1. 000 0.895 0.600 0. 316 

( pjk} = 0.707 0,895 1. 000 0,895 0.707 

o. 316 0.600 0.895 1. 000 0.948 

0.000 0.316 0.707 0.948 
• 



CHAPTER VIII 

INSTRUMENTATION OF AN INTER -FRAME SYSTEM 

In the previous chapter,· two variations of an inter-frame com-

pres sion system using uniform frame sampling were :proposed. 

Although little was said about actual hardware, the primary purpose 

and.advantage of uniform frame sampling over statistical frame 

coding is the simplification of the storage hardware problems. 

For transmitted error, two signals must be transmitted: f 1 (t) 

and fDL (t) • f 1 (t) is simply the sample frame, which may or may 

not be transmitted with a time scale change. fDL(t) is given by 

.... 
fDL(t) :;: [f (t) - f (t)]L 

where 
N 

f (t):;: I f 1(t-nT+T). 

n:;:. l 
..... 

By inspection, f is generated by delaying or repeating f 1N times. 

Thus, a repeater or recirculating storage of one frame period 

-
( 1/30) sec.) is required. - Since at the transmitter f is used only 

to generate fDL' the storage system need have a bandpass of only 

B1 cycles per .second (corresponding to the "L" subscript). This 

condition will not be true at the receiver where the repeater must 

operate at full picture bandwidth . B. 
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For such large delay-bandwidth product requirements, electrical 

delay lines are not practical, and some form of space storage is 

called for, such as an electrostatic storage tube, an acoustic delay 

line, or a rotating magnetic storage drum or disc. At present, the 

storage drum seems best suited. Such units, which store one frame 

of standard television around the periphery (at 1800 revolutions per 

minute) and have several tracks, are now available [ 2, 27, 47]. 

With the assumption of a magnetic drum storage system, the 

block diagram of the transmitted error system where no time scale 

change is used is shown in Figure 17. The (N - 1) other sample frame 

signals are frame period multiplexed with the single sample shown. 

Details of the sample frame repeater are given in the Appendix. The 

de lay of f{t) before obtaining a difference is necessary to compensate 

for a slight overall delay in the repeater. This delay requires a 

second track on the drum and not incidently compensates for distor

tion in the repeater by equally distorting .f{t) . The overall delay of 

the repeater at the receiver should match that of the repeater at the 

transmitter. The small delay (electrica l network) inserted in the 

sample frame channel is to compensate for the delay characteristic 

of the low pass filter. 

!£ an actual time scale change is used, a scan converter is 

required at the transmitter and the receiver. At the transmitter, 

the gated sample frame is to be stored in the converter device, and 

"read out" over the N frame period for a time scale change from 

t to ,Nt. The converter at the receiver must reverse the process, 

i.e., "squeeze" the time scale or rate of events back down to the 
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original. Since the scan converter cannot predict the future, an 

overall delay of (N-1) Tis part of the scan conversion at the receiver. 

That is, NT is transformed to t + (N-l)T. Consequently it is neces-

sar.y t_o also delay fDL(t) for (N- l)T sec., so that the tv.o signals to 

be added at the receiver are synchronous. The system is diagramed 

in Figu.re 18. 
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Picturee--,-.,... Frame 

Gate',. 
Track 1: X N 
Repeater 

r---------------~ Track 2: Delay· 
Compensation 

.· Drum Storage 

I LPF ~----------! 
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4--0 ' .. . 

:t 

Repeater 
XN 

_ Channel 

t 

/ 

qutput 
F(t) 

Figure 17. Transmitted error/ multiplex system 
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Delay, Repeater 
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· Repeater X N 

De lay, (N- l)T 

Output 
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Figure 18. Transmitted error/time scale change system 
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Again, the details of track connections on an 1800 rpm drum for 

the delays and repetitions are covered in the Appendix. 

One possibly suitable device for the time scale changes is the 

electrostatic storage tube with simultaneous READ/WRITE capability. 

For the time scale expansion, the writing and reading beams would 

each sweep the same raster on the storage surface, but starting 

simultaneously, the writing sweep cycle is completed in one frame 

period (and the beam blanked for the remainder of the interval) while 

the reading beam sweep cycle takes the full N- frame interval, For 

the time scale compression, the writing beam would be swept at the 

slow rate while the reading beam is swept at normal (fast) frame 

rate. To prevent the reading beam from 1 ' running out of new picture 11 

the unblanked READ cycle is not started until one T- period before 

the WRITE cycle is complete'. Hence, there is an overall delay of 

(N-1) T. 

A major difficulty to be expected with a storage tube system 1s 

erasure time. Single storage tubes operated continuously in the 

above cycles would either have to have a fully destructive and prim

ing readout, or be capable of a fast ERASE cycle during the vertical 

blanking period - at present rather difficult reuqirements. Of course 

two or more storage tubes with erase times too long to satisfy the 

above could a lternate as the active storage device, w ith the off 

period used for erasing. 

A simple alternative to the use of a storage tube for scan con

version is to face a kinescope with a camera. The camera tul:>e is 

chosen with sufficient storage [ 34]; reed.out is essentially destructi ve 
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[ 34]. For the time scale expansion, the kine scope replaces the 

operation of the writing beam while the camera tube reads out the 

image stored on the target with a slow {NT) scan .. Similarly, to 

re-compress the time scale the sweep speeds are reversed and 

appropriately timed. 

There are essentially no additional hardware problems asso-

ciated with the method of linear interpolation of element bright-

ness. Only the sample frames are transmitted - either by frame 

multiplexing, or with time scale change. (See Figure 13, page 47.) 

At the receiver however, the approximation xk is to be generated, 

where 

xk = (1/N)[(N + l - k)x 1 +(k-l)xN+l]. 

The equation can also be written as 

i.e., the last sample plus a {linearly)weighted difference between 

the present and last samples. 

This formulation suggests the real time receiver operations 

shown in Figure 19. The repeater makes the samples available 

for each value of k, and the NT delay present and next sample, or 

more accurately last and present samples, both available. 

The NT second delay requires only two T-period tracks on a 

drum because of repeated nature of what is being delayed. The 

repeating operation requires a single track as before. For details 

see the Appendix. 

The preceding comments were intended only to show that it is 



technically possible to build the specified system(s), and are not of 

course a detailed design. The question of subjective effects has yet 

to be answered. 

Input 
from 
channel 

Output 
picture 
signal 

Scan Conversion 
n---~ (or de-multiplexer) 

(XN+ 1-X 1) ------
Stair step k-1 

1<......----1- Multiplier: N 

+ 

Repeater,_ X N 
(Drum Track 1) 

NT Delay 
(Tracks 2 and 3) 

. Figure 19. Element interpolation receiver 

.Simulation 

Answering the subjective visual questions. ultimately requires 

experimentation. A good simulation should duplicate exactly the 

effects of the system .. We are somewhat skeptical of anything 

less than an actual television display of actual program material. 

A good simulation may therefore involve almost the effort and 
L 

cost of the actual system. At least, though, neither a time scale 

change nor a multiplex operation is basic to the two kinds of 
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picture processing to be observed, and can therefore be deleted. 

According to these criteria, the system of Figure 20 should 

provide a good simulation for the effects of the transmitted error 

system. The primary system parameter N can be varied at will 

by changing the erase timing on the repeater track of the drum. 

The bandpass allowed for the error signal is varied by changing 

the cutoff frequency B I of the low pass filter. Additional input 

noise could be added at N 1. Sample frame channel noise and diffe r -

ence signal channel noise are accounted for at N 2 and N 3, re spec-

tively. 

Input 

Input 
Monitor 

Track 1: 
Repeater 

Track 2: 
Delay 

Storage Drum 

Figure 20. Transmitted error simulation 

Output 
Monitor 

Similarly, the visual effects of linear element b rightness inter -

polation could be experimentally tested by the system of Figure 21. 

Following the Frame Gate, the circuit is identical to the actual 

receiver suggested before. The parameter N can be varied by 

changing the erase timing cycles on the storage drum tracks and the 

weights and step number logic in the stairstep multiplier. Input and 
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and channel noises are accounted for at N 1 and N 2 respectively. 
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Figure 21. Linear b,rightne s s interpolation simulation 
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CHAPTER IX 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The television bandwidth compression system proposed here 

basically reduces data by transmitting only one sample frame in 

N. When there is no movement in the pictures, no information 

is lost, and the original picture can be restored by repeating 

the sampled frames. With movement in the picture, some error 

occurs. Two methods of interpolation are suggested for reducing 

the visibiUty of this error. Both utilize the visual effect of exhange 

of spatial detail resolution for time-motion resolution. The two 

methods are as follows: 

1. In addition to the sample frames, a filtered version of 

of the actual error signal is transmitted and provides a low..; 

re solution fill-in for movement. 

or 

2, Only the sample frames are transmitted, with the receiver 

carrying out linear interpolation for element brightness. 

Which of these two interpolations is visually superior can at 

present only be guessed. It was shown that the linerar interpola

tion method reduces channel noise power,. while the transmitted 

error system does not. Further, the frame-to-frame noise corre

lation is less for linear interpolation. Thus, on a noise basis, the 
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system of linear interpolation is superior. We guess that it may also 

be better visually, mostly because the linear interpolation is theoreti

cally "cleaner, 11 i.e., without the "ghost edge II problems of the trans

mitted error system. 

Suggestions for Future Study 

It is not easy to predict accurately the response of human vision 

in a comprex situation. Consequently, further study of the feasibility 

of the systems suggested here should include actual experimentation. 

With a magnetic storage drum ststem with at least three tJacks, the 

two simulations decribed in the previous. chapter could each be set 

up and the visual appearance of each type of interpolation for different 

degrees of compression directly observed. 

Cone luding Remarks 

. Statistical compression schemes operating within single frames 

have in general not been as successful as was once expected. The 

simple device of a scanning raster provides a priori agreement of 

the position of each element - leaving only brightness to be specified. 

On the other hand, as data compression is performed by discarding 

redundant or correlated brightness data, position information of some 

sort must also be specified. This important point has not always 

been given the attention it deserves. 

Statistical compression is based upon exploiting the statistical 

properties of the source. It is at least as profitable to exploit the 

fidelity criteria of the (human) observer. The maximum resolution 
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of human vision of spatial detail, contrast, and motion are not constant 

and independent, but vary interdependently. Several successful intra

frame compression ideas are, as we have seen, based directly upon ( 

the so-called exchange between detail resolution and contrast resolu

tion. So far, little exploitation of visual effects on an inter-frame 

basis has been attempted. 

To return for a moment to the statistical approach, it seems 

that statistical compression coding on a frame-to-frame basis holds 

the promise of more eventual success than does single element coding. 

While the position information for essential elements in a picture is 

comparable to the brightness information, an entire frame contains 

an enormous amount of information compared to the small amount 

needed to specify the position of the frame on an interval. At the 

present state of the storage art the storage requirements - while 

perhaps possible - are rather awkward to satisfy. 

The system suggested here could thus be thought of as presently 

realizable alternative to frame coding on a statistical as well as 

visual basis. 
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APPENDIX 

MAGNETIC STORAGE DRUM CONNECTIONS 

Assumptions: It is assumed that tracks are available on the 

drum or disc as needed .. The .period of rotation is one frame .period 

T. Angles around the tracks. (between heads etc.) are measured as 

a fraction of 360°. 

An. FM carrier system is likely to be used, rather than base

band· recording, to combat noise, lower head octave ratio, etc. It 

is not explicitly shown. 

Symbols:. R = Recording head 

P = Playback head 

E = Erase head. 

XN Sample Frame Repeater 

The sample frame repeater shown in Figure 22 involves an over

all delay of A 1 T seconds. The input is a sequence of sample frames. 

That is, a sample frame is recorded in one revoltuion, and the input 

is zero until the next sample frame. The erase signal is turned on 

( 1 - A 2) T sec. before the sample frames, and off one period later. 

A compensating delay (of A:1 T) ca.n he obtained with the same 

arrangement by simply leaving the erase signal on continuously. 
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Input ., __ _..,. ___ __, 

(Sample Frames} 

Erase Signal 

(Keyed) ·-----'---~ 

p 

,--~>~, Output 

E 

Figure 22. X N sample frame repeater 

N-Frame Delay With Redundant Input 

The N-frame delay shown in Figure 23 operates as follows. 

The input is a sequence of repeated sample frames (e.g. the output 

of the device in Figure 22). The first stage gives a delay of AT 

, ( say 3/ 4 T}. The last frame of the output is gated at G and fed 

to the second track. The second track is a XN repeater (like 
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, Figure 22) with an overall delay of BT (say 1/4 T}, such that A+B=l. 

Thus, the output of the second track is the repeated sequence of 

sample frames - delayed NT seconds. 

Input Continuotis 
. Erase 

p 

' Figure 23. N -frame delay (.repeated input) 

Output 

Keyed 
Erase 
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(N-1)-Fra:me Delay 

The system of Figure 24 is to provide a total delay of (N-1) T 

seconds to a continuous arbitrary video signal. N tracks are 

required as sh0wn, subject to the conditions 

since 

and 

A < l 
N-1 

and ·B::;(N-l)A, 

Delay::; (N-1)(1-A) T +BT= (N-1) T, 

B <. 1. 

Continuous Erase 
Signal 

Figure 24. (N·-1) delay 

Output 
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